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A sample of 198 events, corresponding to a cross section of 110 + 15 p,b, has been isolated of the baryon-

diffractive-dissociation process n ~p m n for three-body masses less than 2.5 GeV/c '. These dissociations

are induced by 12-GeV/c K mesons. To isolate' this process from background, it is necessary to observe

the final-state proton explicitly by its ionization in the bubble chamber. The three-body mass spectrum seems

different from that of the nm m neutron diffractive breakup. A 5, signal is seen as we11 as possible N, 470,

but no clear 5+ is observed. The angular distribution of the proton in the pm+a rest frame indicates that a
multiperipheral mechanism is present.

I. INTRODUCTION

The three-body di;ssociation of the proton into
pw'm induced by various beam particles at.various
energies. has been a major topic-of study in recent
years. ' ' This process occurs with a substantial
cross section and is easily observed in most hy-
drogen bubble-chamber experiments of beam mo-
mentum 85 GeV/c. Neutron dissociation into
nm'g has also been studied in deuterium experi-
ments"' as have the two-body baryon-dissociation
processes' into nucleon-m.

Despite. considerable amounts of work, how-
ever, the exact nature of the three-body disso-
ciations remains in doubt. The low-mass enhance-
ment which indicates the process is generally
thought to consist of a nonresonant part together
with X" signals; these latter are usually agreed
to lie in the vicinity of 1.5 and 1.'f GeV/c' of nu-
cleon-g-g mass. A chief problem for both the
Pn'v and nv'v final states is the predominance of
4,"signals in the former and 6 in the latter.
With these strong signals it is difficult to study
other structures, such as K"'s whose decays do
not involve &'s, or & and &' states. There is also
the possibility of significant interference effects
between the hg and other final states.

Using proton and neutron targets there are 24
possible nucleon to nucleon-g-g reactions which
might be observed. Six of these can be excited
diffractively, i.e. , maintaining the el.ectric charge
of the initial baryon. The proton'to pz'p is the
only one which involves no neutral particles and
can be studied in four-constraint (4C) fits. The
neutron to nm'g process and the neutron to per m'

contain only a single neutral particle, while the
others are multineutral processes' and cannot be
studied with standard apparatus.

The subject of this report is the last of these
three possible nucleon to nucleon-g-g reactions
which can be produced diffractively and studied

II. ISOLATION OF pm m EVENTS
AND CROSS SECTION

The data for this report come from 0.25 x 10'
pictures of 12-GeV/c incident Z in the SLAG 82-
in. liquid-deuterium bubble chamber. The three-
and four-prong event samples are used and neu-
tron-target events are selected by requiring a
spectator proton of momentum less than 0.2 GeV/
c or backward in the laboratory frame. The de-
tails of the exposure and of this selection proce-
dure were published earlier. '

The first step in obtaining a sample is to re-
move all. those events al.ready classified as another
final state or observed as having visible neutral.
decays (vees) inconsistent with y-ray conversions.
In, particular, the event samples for the reactions

.K d K g'g"d,

K d K +m+~s~

( 1)10

(2)'

in a bubble chamber. It is unique in suppressing
via charge conservation the usual strong d signals
since neither 4"nor 6 is allowed, in having a
differently charged baryon in the initial and final
states, and in forbidding a a state (I= 0, s = 0) in
the dipion system. This dissociation has also been
studied with v' beams"' of 5.4 and f GeV/c, but
we know of no studies of it with K beams or with
K beams or with. beam momentum as high as ours.

Owing to the final-state g', these events must be
found in a one-constraint-fit category, and at our
beam momentum of 12 GeV/c such fits are known
to lead to a large background contamination. The
first purpose of this report is to detail those pro-
cedures used to isolate a reasonably pure sample
of the dissociation under consideration, while the
second is to present the physics results obtained,
especially in comparison with the ew'r state where
results exist from the same exposure.
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Kd Kgpp (3)

are rejected. Furthermore, as mentioned above,
only neutron-target events are considered.

Shown in Fig. 1 is the distribution of the square
of the missing mass in the reaction

E d-Evpp', (MM)

for all remaining events, each included twice for
the two permutations of g" and X" in the negative
tracks. Shown either shaded or blackened in the
figure are all those combinations belonging to
events making the 1C fit

Kd Xg"happ (5)

with y.
' probability greater than 2.5%. There is a

large enhancement in the region (-1.D)-(+2.D)

(GeV/c')', which corresponds to the fitted event
sample. However, this enhancement is primarily
background which must be removed by the methods
discussed below.

The key to obtaining a clean sample is that for
the target-dissociation process under consideration
the produced protons are slow in the laboratory
and can be identified by ionization. All events for
which the momentum of the nonspectator positive
track is less than 1.5 GeV/c have been examined
and the event retained only if the observed ioniza-
tion value is consistent with that predicted for a
proton. Events where the momentum of this track
is greater than 1.5 GeV/c are discarded at this
time, and the effects of this cut are seen below'.

Some tracks with momentum& D.V GeV/c were
looked at by scanners but all of the higher-mo-
mentum ones were examined by the author. It
should be pointed out that if there is a component
of reaction 5 which leads to faster protons, that
component is totally lost. It is our intention,
however, to isolate a sample of,the neutron dis-
sociations in question, and not to study the 1C fit
sample per se.

The resuit of this study was that 6D% of the fits
were eliminated as not having a slow positive
track, and an additional 22% (55% of the remainder)
as having ionization inconsistent with the proton
hypothesis. The events remaining still evidence
considerable background, noticeable particularly
in a peak of backward K" in the overall c.m. frame.
. An attempt was made to understand the types of

processes having final-state protons which might
contribute background to this reaction. To this
end the sample of events with observed decays of
K', A, or A were subjected to the same analysis
procedure, including ionization determination, as
was the normal sample. The result was that a
number of these events would have been included
were it not for observation of the vee. Extrapola-
tion of this sample to that witb vees unobserved
due to neutral decay modes, escape before decay,
or scan inefficiency led to the conclusion that
events with Ko's made up -5D% of the remaining
sample of reaction 5. From the events with ob-
served K it was found that all of this contamina-
tion could be removed through a cut that the final-
state If' laboratory momentum be &7.5 GeV/c.
Through comparison with the dissociation
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FIG. 1. Distribution of the square of the missing mass
of reaction 4 for a large sample of events possibly of
reaction 5. The shaded and darkened regions represent
those events fitting reaction 5 with probability'greater
than 2.5. The darkened region represents the final
sample selected. In all cases there are plotted two com-
binations per event.

subsample of reaction 2, it can be seen that this
cut affe'cts 13% of the events, but for nv'v mass
less than 2.5 GeV/c', the region in which this dis-
sociation sample is relatively uncontaminated by
other processes, only 1% of the events are af-
fected. With this cut the E momentum spectra
are similar for the nm'g and pw w' dissociations.

In a further comparison of the pg=g' production
with that of nm'g" the only other indication of con-
tamination is a small forward peak for the m' di-
rection in the overall c.m. frame. Whether or not
these events represent a background to reaction 5,
they certainly do not belong in the neutron disso-
ciation signal and have been removed by the re-
quirement that cos8„, 0&+D.5, a 2.5% effect in
the nw'v case for mass & 2.5 GeV/c'.

In summary we have isolated events believed to
be of the category n- pw ~' induced by K at 12
GeV/c. The sample includes all neutron-target
three- and four-prang events inconsistent with 4C
fits, . making the 1C fit 5 with probability greater
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than 0.025, and satisfying the following cuts:
(1) p„„„&1.5 GeV/c and ionization consistent

with proton hypothesis,
(2) p» &'7.5 GeV/c,
(3) cos8~, 0 in overall. c.m. &+ 0.5.

While these cuts eliminate any possibility of study-
ing any features of reaction 5 other than this tar-
get dissociation, they have a small and measur-
able effect on this sample.

The events included are shown as darkened in
Fig. 1, the MN' plot. They are seen to be cen-
tered mell at ni, , a good indication that multi-
neutral processes are no longer important, and to
have a reasonable width compared with that for the
g' in the reaction

x-p-z'~-~op

at 14.2 GeV/c
To obtain a cross section for this reaction the

effects of the proton momentum cut must be eval-
uated. If a similar cut is imposed on the momen-
tum of the final-state neutron for the ng'g disso-
ciation, 22% of the events are lost, 13@for sv'v
mass less than 2.5 GeV/c'. The neutron momen-
tum is shown in Fig. 2 normalized in the ra&ye of
0 to 1.5 GeV/c to the proton spectrum for the cur-
rent study. Since these two are the same in the ob-
served region, it is assumed that the cut has the
same effect on the proton as on the neutron sam-
ple.

Vfe observe 198 events as examples of the disso-
ciation n- pg g' with three-body mass less than
2.5 GeV/c', corresponding to a cross section of
110~15 p,b. Fifteen percent of the event sample
selected has mass greater than this value. These
events cannot be used for cross-section purposes

40-
—Neutron
-- Proton

due to large effects of cuts in this region, but ap-
pear otherwise unremarkable and have been in-
cluded in the physics analysis.

For masses less than 2.5 GeV/c' this cross sec-
tion leads to the ratios

'(""~,".) = o.49+o.o5
o(n -iv'v")

'(""~,".) = 0.&9 ~o.os,o(p- p»'v )

where the p- pv'v value is taken from Ref. 6.

III. PHYSICS ANALYSIS

The invariant-mass distribution for pn m is
shown in Fig. 3. Also included in this figure is
the ping'g mass from the target-dissociation sample
of reaction 2 with the restriction that p, „„beless
than 1.5 GeV/c. . The pv vo spectrum looks similar
to.that reported by Morse et uL' for g' induced
dissociations. There is some indication of the
1.V-GeV/c' enhancement, but no real evidence for
the 1.5-GeV/c' one. There seems to be a differ
ence between the pv v' and nv'v spectra.

The two gnr submass distributions are shown in
Fig. 4. Either of these could show 6 or K" sig-
nals if any were present. The pg mass shows a
clear dP; the p»0 distributions seem simply to
peak at 1.ow mass but have no particular reso-
nances. The mass resolution on the pw' plot is
calculated to be -0.04 GeV/c', or slightly less
than one bin width. This resolution is not poor
enough to obscure a signal as strong as that of the
4', so the 4' is presumed to be absent or some-
what reduced in strength. This is in agreement
with results in the nx'm final state where 4' was
absent in the neutron dissociations. The shaded
regions of these curves are for low values of mo-
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FIG. 2. Laboratory-momentum spectra for neutrons

and protons from neutron-target dissociations. The
solid curve is for the neutrons of reaction 2," the dashed
curve is for the protons of the current experiment up to
the cutoff value of 1.5 GeV/c. The curves are normal-
ized to each other below this cutoff.

FIG. 3. The n m'x mass spectrum for the neutron-
dissociation subsample of reaction 2, solid curve; the
px 7r

~ mass spectrum for the current experiment,
dashed curve. . Similar kinematic cuts are imposed on
both sets of data.
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FIG. 4. The pm and px mass spectra fox' the px x
neutron dissociation. A clear 60 signal is present.
The shaded region represents those events with a low-
momentum transfer from the target neutron to the pm

system.
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where signals might be expected to be enhanced.
No striking differences are seen.

A comparison of the 6' signal obtained here with
the 6 of the ng+g dissociation leads to the ratio
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The large error results from difficulty in deter-
mining the backgrounds in the 4 regions. This
ratio is in agreement with the value —,

' (0.22) ex-
pected if the 4's are produced by pion exchange
such as in one leg of a Deck mechani. sm.

There is also noted in Fig. 4 a peak centered at
1.45 +0.02 GeV/c' of pn mass with a width of
0.05-0.1 GeV/c'. '

This peak represents a 2.5

standard deviation enhancement above background,
although the dip between it and the d ' is only of
about 1.5 o significance. This signal probably rep-
resents evidence for K"~70. The narrow width seen
here is in fair agreement with the parameters M
= 1.49+0.01 and I'= 0.080+0.015 GeV/c' reported
by Morse et aL' for a signal seen in g'n mass.
This width of &0.1 GeV/c' is narrower than that
reported for three-body decays in production ex-
perirnents and in phase-shift analyses of this re-
gion. There is also observed a signal in pm' mass
in the vicinity of 1.6 GeV/c' with width again in
the range of 0.05-0.10 GeV/c'. This mass and
width correspond to no baryon resonances which
have been reported. It would be interesting to
see whether the effect remains in a higher-statis-
tics experiment similar to this one,

The differential cross section for this reaction
is seen in Fig. 5. The momentum transfer distri-
bution from the target to the pm g' system is fitted
in t'(t —t „)over the range 0.0-0.5 (GeV/c)' with
a slope value of (3.5 +0.7}/(GeV/c}'. This is in
good agreement with the value 3.9 +0.5 in reaction

FIG. 5. The differential cross section for neutron to
pm x 0 dissociations.

2 and with a preliminary value" of 3.7 +0.3 in the
reaction

(8)K'n -K'w'w n

at 12-GeV/c beam momentum for the Nv+w neu-
tron dissociation. In the reaction

7f n~F 'W S'p (9)

at 5.4 GeV/c (Ref. 9) an apparent target-dissocia-
tion sample has been isolated with a slope of ™8
iO. V in the pv v' mass range to 1.8 GeV/c'. The
current experiment disagrees with this result as
do the n7t'g dissociations induced by K" and K'
when calculated in the same mass region. Note
that resolution effects are not serious for this
quantity since it is determined primarily from
measurements of the beam and outgoing K .

The moments of the angular distribution of the
pn'm' decay plane normal in the Jackson frame are
given in Table I. They are in good agreement with
the corresponding moments for nm'm averaged
over the target dissociation mass range. The
value of (F',) in the current experiment may be
more extreme than in the nm'm case.

An interesting feature of baryon-dissociation
angular distributions is that in both the pn'g and
nm'm breakup of protons and neutrons respective-
ly, the final-state proton (neutron) maintains the
direction of the incident proton (neutron) in the
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TABLE I. Angular moments of the pn-mo decay plane
normal in the Jackson frame.

Moment

(y 0)

(yi)

(I,')
(go)

Real part

0.037+ 0.015

0.002 ~ 0.014

-0.102 ~ 0.016

-0.017 + 0.012

0,018 + 0.015

—0.012 + 0.016

0.032*0.017

Imaginary part

-0.009 + 0,014

0.006 + 0.012

-0.001 + 0.014
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three-body rest frame. This effect leads to large
magnitudes for the moments of the angular dis-
tribution if the baryon direction is used as ana-
lyzer. It has been studied in data of the Interna-
tional E' Co1laboration" and found to be consis-
tent with resul. ts expected from pion-nucleon scat-
tering. The current experiment enjoys the unique
feature of being able to examine this effect in the
case where the final-state baryon (proton} is not
identical to the initial-state one (neutron). In Fig.
6 is shown the relevant angular distribution, the
cosine of the proton Jackson angle in the pm m' c.m.
frame. This distribution agrees well with that for
the final-state neutron in the nw'm case. The ex-
treme backward direction on this plot corresponds
to events with faster protons, and is somewhat de-
pressed by the cut on proton laboratory momentum.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the dissociation

n-P m'

in the 1C-fit reaction

Kd Kmgpp

at 12 GeV/c. The cuts needed to purify this 1C-
fit sample from multineutraf. and K' production
backgrounds are seen not to have serious effects
on the dissociation under investigation for pm"g

masses less than 2.5 GeV/c'.
The data evidence a possible enhancement in

the vicinity of 1 'I GeV/c'.of pw w' mass. A clear
signal is seen in the pg systemwhlle there ls

FIG. 6. The angular distribution of the final-state pro-
ton with respect to the direction of the initial-state
neutron evaluated in the p~ m

0 c.m. frame. The shaded
region represents those events with a low momentum
transfer from the target neutron to the p~ m system.

no comparable 6' in pm'. There is also some
evidence seen for K"„,decay i.nto pg . The cross
section of 110+15 p, b for pv m' masses less than
2.5 GeV/c' is found to be one-half of that for the
neutron dissociation into nm'm in the same region,
with results coming from the same exposure.
The angular and momentum transfer distributions
for the two samples are similar.

The data, with the exception of the 1.7-GeV/c2
resonance, seem to agree best with a multiper-
ipheral picture, that resonance presumably being
produced directly by Pomeron exchange. In par-
ticular, the angular distribution of the proton is
most easily explained if the protons are thought
of as produced in pion-neutron charge-exchange
scatter ing.
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